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Abstract
A model of an air bubbles hologram inside a water

droplet is studied. Here, we assume that the spherical-
shaped of the bubble is considered as an opaque annular
(ring). We show that the opaque ring disk can produce a
diffraction pattern like the diffraction pattern from a
bubble. The simulations of diffraction pattern of a fully
opaque disk and an opaque ring disk will be shown and
will be compared with the diffraction pattern from the
experiment.

1 Introduction
Digital in-line holography (DIH) is an attractive tool to

localize small particles in 3-dimension and to realize a
metrology. It records in the form of light wave front, the
intensity and phase informations. The recorded hologram
of particles can be refocused by computer’s process to
many 2D images in various planes and distances.
Therefore, DIH has an ability to determine the size and the
location of a particle. Based on Fresnel’s integral and
ABCD matrix, the holograms can be simulated for various
systems such as an object in the air medium with lenses [1]
or some inclusions in fluid flow system [2]. Here, DIH can
adapt well with the opaque disk [3,4]. Generally, the
spherical object is considered as an opaque disk. If the
opaque spherical object is measured, there is no problem
because the scattering light was created from the object’s
edge very close to an opaque disk [3-5]. But with a
transparent object, the light is transmitted partly and this
part will affect the diffraction pattern recorded by the CCD
sensor. However, the authors in [6] have simulated with
success the holograms of individual phase disks.

The challenge of this work is to accurately describe the
hologram of a spherical air bubble that floats in the water
droplet.

2 Description of Model
The schematic of system is shown in Figure.1. The air

bubble is considered as a phase object but due to its
spherical shape, the diffraction pattern is not similar with
the case of phase disk. We have to consider the refractive
indices ratio of the object and the droplet. When the ratio
less than one (case of bubble, ratio nb/nd = 1/1.33), there is a
part of the light reflected due to the total reflection. So one
sphere bubble will act like an opaque ring disk with the

opaque part and transparent part (see Figure.2). From this
idea this work will show you a possible interpretation of
the opaque ring disk which produces a theoretical
diffraction pattern close to the experimental diffraction
pattern of bubble.

3 Results
To confirm our theoretical model, in presentation in LIP

2014, we will show the experimental results compared to
the numerical simulation of the fully opaque disk and
opaque ring disk.

In a first step, the theory will be presented. The optical
system composed of the droplet can be explained by
ACBD matrix. On the object field (i.e., the bubble), we
determine the width of opaque ring from the optical
geometry. Then the intensity distribution in the CCD plane
will be calculated based on Fresnel diffraction integral. The
numerical simulations will be performed.  In a second
step, we will explain the experimental observation by DIH.
The holograms which are recorded by CCD camera will be
shown.

In final step, we will compare the results between
numerical simulations and experimental. In the Figure.3a
and 3b are the simulations of intensity distribution and
profile graphs of the fully opaque disk and opaque ring
disk respectively. Figure.3c shows the diffraction pattern
from experiment that looks close similar to the opaque
ring disk than the fully opaque disk.

Figure 1 Schematic set-up of DIH imaging the droplet with
bubbles.

Figure 2 Bubble acts like the opaque ring disk.
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Figure 3 a) Simulated intensity distribution of a fully opaque
disk and its profile, b) simulated intensity distribution of an
opaque ring disk and its profile, c) experimental diffraction
pattern and its profile.

4 Conclusion
We will give the details of mathematical model,

simulation results and experimental results in the
presentation in LIP 2014. These results prove that the
opaque ring disk model can simulate for the bubble with a
better accuracy than the fully opaque disk.
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